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Your letter dated October 27, 1972, submitted Proposed Change No. 7 
to the Technical Specifications of Provisional Operating License 
No. DPR-18 for the R. E. Ginna Nuclear Power Plant Unit No. 1. The 
proposed change would reduce the values of the limits on quadrant tilt.  

We have reviewed the proposed change and have concluded that imple
rentation of the change will not present sigeificant hazards consi
derations not described or implicit in the Safety Analysis Report and 
that there is reasonable assurance that the health and safety of the 
public will not be endangered.  

Accordingly, pursuant to Section 50.59 of 10 CMR Part 50, the Technical 
Specifications of Provisional Operating License No. DPP-18 are hereby 
changed as indicated in Attachment A.  

Since the core conditions that were applicable to your "Request for 
Revision of 1520 flft Technical Specifications, Change No. I"• that 
was submitted by letter dated March 30, 1972, no longer exist, we 
consider that request withdrawn.  

Sincerely, 

Donald J. Skovholt 
Assistant Director for 

Operating Reactors 
Directorate of Licensing 

Enclosure: 
Attachment A 

cc: LeBoeuf, Larb, Lelby & MacPae 
1821 Jefferson Place, N. W.  
Washington, D. C. 20036
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C~aN0E mo. Z 1.) 1 ,IE CAL SPEFmCATIONS 

R.~ ~ IX2E E. 50-211PO PAN W N.  

1. Delete a1 &0.2.2, 3.10.2.3, 3.10.2.14 and 3.10.2.5.  Replace these paarah wnth: 

3.10.2.2 Power distrTbtinm lizmts are expressed as hot ctrmel 
fActors. Ltuttn nalms at rated power are: 

- 1.66 

t#- 2.72 
q 

It mesefators exceed these values, with 
due a moe fbawasremmit error, the maximn allow
able reactor pawer level mnd the Nuclear Overpower Trip 
set point I be by one percent for each per
cent tdich %. 4 exeeed the limitLng values, hich
ever is mo tive. If the hot drnel factors 
amot be redue below the limiting values dithin two 

das, the ovexpomw AT and overteWrature AT trip set 
points sthal be similarly reduced.  

3.10.2.3 Extept fr p tests, if the q to aveage 
pwer tilt ri, t 1.05 but is less than 1.12 
or If a pl gf fuU-1enth eantrol rod it 
than 15 inches oatt f algimnt with its bmk, then 
within two taurs:, 

a. Cmoect -We situatien, or 

fctors, ad wply Specificatim 3.10.2.2, 

or 

o. Llintt poor to 75% off rated power.
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3.10.2.4 If the quadrant to average power tilt ratio exceeds 1.05 
but is less than 1.12 for a sustained period of moxre than 
24 hours without known cause, or if such a tilt recurs 
intermittently without known cause, the reactor power 
level shall be restricted so as not to exceed 50% of 
rated power. If the cause of the tilt is determined, 
continued operation at a power level consistent with 
3.10.2.2 above, shall be permitted.  

3.10.2.5 Except for physics test, if the quadrant to average power 
tilt ratio is 1.12 or greater, the reactor shall be put 
in the hot shutdown condition utilizing normal operating 
procedures. Subsequent operation for the purpose of 
measuring and correcting the tilt is permitted provided 
the power level does not exceed 50% of rated power and 
the Nuclear Overpower Trip set point is reduced by 50%.  

2. Delete the sentences in the basis dealing with quadrant tilt and rod 
out of bank beginning on page 3.10-8 with the sentence that reads, 
"The eight hours in 3.10.2.2 is acceptable since couplete rod mlis
alignment (part-length or fUll-length control rod 12 feet out of 
alignment with its bank) does not result in exceeding core limits 
in steady state operation at rated power." and ending with the sen
tence on page 3.10-9 which reads, "A tilt ratio of 1.25 or more 
of undetermined cause is indicative of a serious performance anonaly 
and a plant shutdown is prudent." Replace these sentences with: 

"The two hours in 3.10.2.3 are acceptable since complete rod mis
alignment (Part-length or full-length control rod 12 feet out of 
alignment with its bank) does not result in exceeding core safety 
limits in steady state operation at rated power and is short with 
respect to probability of an independent accident. If the condi
tion cannot be readily corrected, the specified reduction in power 
to 75% will ensure that design margins to core limits will be main
tained under both steady state and anticipated transient conditions.  

"The quadrant power tilt of 1.05 at which remedial action is required 
has been set so as to provide DNB and linear heat generation rate 
(kilowatts/foot) protection in radial power tilts. Analyses have 
shown that the ratio of increase in FQ to increase in quadrant power 
tilt is less than or equal to 2 to 1. In addition, couprehensive 
dropped and static ejected rod testing performed during the initial 
startup program demonstrated that this ratio was less than 1.5 to 1.  
For conservatism, the 2 to 1 ratio is used.
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1,TW tncartalntx factor inolu~md during core nuclear design is 
1.10 br bothl1j ad QhJ. ftwntme, the limiting tilt has been 
set as 1.05. Th avoid power chans, the operator is 
afloed two hours in tdeb to vrtlfy the tilt reading anc/or to 
4ktendw ad cooe the eame of the tilt. Should this action 
verify a tilt In excess of 105 ttcfh remains wxoorrected, the 
inrgln for moertainty An a3 dl &# is reinstated by reducing 
the pavr by 2% for each t oftilt above 1.0, in accordnm 
with the 2 to I ratio above, r as required by the restriction an 
petdng factnrs 

"If instead of dttenrining tin hot charniel factors,, the qWerator 
decides to redum pmer, thi reeifted 75% power maintains the 
di mrgin to *ore saft 2$tt for up to a 1.12 power tilt, 

using the 2 to 1 ratio, dwb the overpower Trip set point 
ensures that the prtection $stem basis is maintained for stutalned 
plant operatim. A tilt ratio of 1.12 or mre is indicative of 
a serlow perforwml y aid a plant shutdown is prudent."
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